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Abstract—We present a new image sensor architecture that
manages spatial and temporal redundancies with an arbiterless
readout and a pixel Address-Event Representation (AER) reading
system. This frameless image sensor only generates few events
over time in order to target an efficient power consumption
compared to the commercial CMOS image sensors. Indeed, this
image sensor does not generate anymore frames but events
only when a change appears in the scene. Moreover, the event
throughput depends on the luminance variations of the recorded
scene. This means that more activity in the scene will generate
more events and vice versa. Collecting events over a period of
time will define an image. It is noticeable that, at each instant,
the generated events characterize the zone of interest (the active
area) of the scene. Consequently, processing such images should
require less computing, communication and energy.

Index Terms—Event-based, Image sensors, Dynamic vision
sensor, AER communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

Power efficient systems are of a great importance to insure

a responsible exploitation of resources. Thus, adopting the

concept of event driven systems is a solution for a better

management of both hardware and energy resources. The event

driven approach is beneficial for many applications, especially

embedded systems with limited resources such as connected

objects. In this perspective, image sensors are systems, critical

in power consumption, which can be improved by adopting the

event driven concept.

Asynchronous image sensors efficiently utilized this ap-

proach, thanks to the Address Event Representation (AER)

communication protocol, non uniform sampling techniques

and clock-less readout which is the basic concept of asyn-

chronous circuits and the driving motive behind their usage

and advantages [1], [2]. Indeed, the main issue faced by

image sensors is the usage of a clock signal coupled to the

Shannon sampling scheme, which produce a huge amount

of useless samples, extra-computation and communications.

Standard image sensors provide at their output a constant

frame rate and often high resolution words resulting from

the power consuming analog-to-digital conversion. Contrarily,

event based image sensors do not have such constraints as

reading the whole pixel matrix, thanks to the usage of event

based pixels.

The first developed event based pixel is the Time to First

Spike (TFS) pixel [3]. It encodes the luminance information

by the integration time required by the photodiode voltage to

cross a threshold. This pixel indicates the threshold crossing

by an event and communicates the coordinates of the fired

matrix pixels through an AER based communication. AER

communication requires the pixel matrix to be surrounded by

arbiters, to insure that only one event is communicating to

the bus at a time. However, when the pixel matrix has a huge

number of pixels, the arbitration takes time, which could result

in timing errors. A unique pixel in the state-of-art is the DVS

pixel [4], [5]. This pixel is unique in terms of suppressing

temporal redundancies intrinsically at the pixel level. The pixel

generates a set of ON and OFF polar events according to

the slope of photocurrent change in its photodiode. This pixel

also uses arbiters to communicate AER events. As a result, it

suffers from event collision and bus saturation while reacting

to a highly active scene. Similarly, many other asynchronous

image sensors in the art suffer from similar problems [6], [7]

and require timing assumptions to cope up with the saturation.

An image sensor readout system that does not use arbiters

was proposed in [8]. It has been integrated in an event-based

image sensor enabling fast acquisition of events and spatial

redundancies suppression. however, this system still suffers

from some problems that will be discussed in detail later on

in this paper (section II-D). Recently, spatial redundancies

suppression of polar events (ON & OFF) generated by the

DVS image sensor was introduced [9], and since its pixels

already manage temporal redundancies at the pixel level, this

image sensor completely suppresses all redundancies of polar

events. However, as its predecessor in [4] it relies on row and

column arbiters to communicate.

In this paper we will present a novel image sensor architec-

ture, that does not rely anymore on arbiters to communicate

data and suppresses completely redundancies. First, we present

the operating principle of each pixel we use in our image

sensor. Then, through simulation of the Matlab model of the

readout system [8], we will list its drawbacks and how our

architecture can improve its limitations. Finally, we choose one

image sensor architecture out of few others we will suggest.

The choice will be underpinned with statistical results and

the event throughput relevance in terms of image quality and

sensitivity to noise.

II. THE TFS AND THE DVS PIXELS

Both TFS & DVS pixels use AER protocol to communicate

their events, however the internal structure of the two pixels978-1-7281-9581-0/20/$31.00 ©2020 European Union



greatly differs, as well as their operating principles, since they

fulfill different functionalities.

A. The DVS pixel

It is mostly an analog pixel including a transducer amplifier,

that converts photocurrent Iph into a voltage Vp proportional to

log(Iph). The following stage of the pixel samples the Vp and

differentiates every two successive samples. The result is then

compared to two thresholds. One threshold to generate ON

events and the other to generate OFF events (figure 1a). Com-

municating the events to the outside of the pixel matrix goes

through the address event interface that includes an address

encoder, handshake logic circuit and an arbiter (figure 1b).

(a) DVS pixel operating principle

(b) Block level schematic of a pixel array
embedded in AER communication periphery

Fig. 1: DVS pixel operating principle and abstracted readout

architecture.

B. The TFS pixel

This pixel operates as a one level-crossing sampling circuit.

When the photodiode voltage Vph crosses an externally defined

threshold, an AER event is generated. The event is in the form

of a couple of coordinates (X,Y) representing the coordinates

of the pixel in the pixel matrix. In order to translate this

event into a gray level information, an external Time to Digital

Converter is used. The TDC generates the instant at which it

received the event coded in a bit vector depending on the

image resolution. The high level image sensor architecture

of the TFS image sensor is represented in 2a. The readout

system acquires the generated addresses and time-stamps to

get the integration times. The event addresses and their time

stamps are inserted into two parallel FIFOs, one for addresses

and the other for time stamps. Inside the readout system is

also a verification block. The verification block is a finite

state machine that handles and distinguishes false from correct

events. To understand how the verification block operates,

Figure 2b illustrates an example of how the verification block

operates with 16-pixel matrix. In the figure, both TFS pixels

(X1, Y1) and (X3, Y3) trigger events, as a result, the output

row address is 1010 and the output column address is 1010,

these two addresses also communicate the information that

pixels (X1, Y3) and (X3, Y1) (colored in yellow) triggered,

which is false. This requires polling all the four pixels to

know which have events and which don’t. Hence, as the same

process has to be done for the whole pixel matrix, the readout

system contains a verification block.

(a) TFS image sensor high level view in [8]

(b) Illustration of the verification problem

Fig. 2: TFS image sensor reading system architecture de-

scribed in [8].



C. The TFS pixel and spatial redundancies suppression

Fig. 3: Spatial redundancies suppression principle.

The readout system mainly suppresses spatial redundancies

by clustering integration times that are relativity close to each

other. For every received event, with integration time T inti
that verifies:

T inti ≤ T intref +∆t (1)

T inti will be assigned T intref , with T intref being the

integration time of the first event. This way different pixels

(Xi,Yi) in the resulting image will be given the same gray

level value that correspond to the TDC encoding of T intref .

For example in figure 3, events e1,e2 and e3 with integration

times T int1,T int2 and T int3, can all be suppressed into

T int1, since T int2 ≤ T int1 +∆t and T int3 ≤ T int1 +∆t.

Consequently, increasing ∆t will result in a higher compres-

sion.

D. The TFS pixel readout system verification overhead

In order to have an idea of the processing time overhead

required to run the necessary verifications when reading the

pixel matrix, we have developed a Matlab model of the readout

system and the TFS image sensor. This model input is a stimuli

from a 10-second video: a video of a car on the road, which

is a normal case scenario for image sensors. From the model

simulation output, we measured the event rate and verifications

required to pinpoint the correct events. Figure 4, shows how

severe is the amount of verifications required for uncertain

events, and most importantly how verifications scale with the

pixel matrix. We have found out that in the case of no spatial

redundancy suppression, verifications represent 98% of the

total data exchange between the pixel matrix and the readout

system for a pixel matrix resolution of 600 × 1200 pixels,

and 97.7% for 480× 840 (wide VGA) pixels, and 97.3% for

360× 630 pixels. This also means that 97% of the processing

time will be spent trying to locate correct events in the pixel

matrix. Consequently, suggesting an event based image sensor

architecture with AER communication without arbiters, should

absolutely account for this verification overhead.

Fig. 4: The number of events and verifications required to process

a 10-second stimuli for different pixel matrix dimensions.

III. THE NOVEL EVENT BASED IMAGE SENSOR

ARCHITECTURE

After having explained how the TFS and the DVS pixels

operate, we can have a closer look into how the combination

of these two pixels, is beneficial to achieve a complete redun-

dancy suppression, and how it can decrease the verification

overhead at the readout system level. In the sequel, we present

an improved arbiterless event-based image sensor architecture.

A. The hybrid pixel matrix

To obtain a complete redundancy suppression, while also

maintaining only the relevant gray level information, which is

always required for standard image processing algorithms (that

heavily rely on the standard frame rate CMOS image sensors),

we suggest a novel image sensor architecture, consisting in a

hybrid pixel matrix based on the combination of the DVS and

the TFS pixels.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
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(h) Architecture (b) pixel
matrix

Fig. 5: The different kernels of the pixel matrix and some

examples of their full pixel matrix.

Our idea, combining these two pixels, is to use the DVS

pixel to trigger the TFS pixels once a luminance change is

detected. This way, the TFS pixel only captures the rele-

vant luminance information and encodes it into a gray level



information using its TDC. Thus, the architecture manages

temporal redundancies at the pixel level and spatial redundan-

cies at the system level using the readout system presented

in [8]. In figure 5, we present different sets of DVS and

TFS combinations. (a) represents one DVS pixel (in Green)

triggering one TFS pixel (in Blue), (b) features one DVS pixel

triggering three surrounding TFS pixels and similarly in this

order, in (c),(d) and (e) kernels the DVS pixel is surrounded

by 5, 8 and 24 TFS pixels. Kernel (f) is particular, where the

DVS pixel circuit uses the photodiodes of the surrounding 4

TFS pixels and takes the average photo-current of the four as

input. Constructing a pixel matrix from one of these 5 kernels

would be the result of repeating the kernels several times, like

the pixel matrix (g) and (h) obtained from (a) and (b) kernel.

In order to evaluate the kernels performances in terms of

generated events, we have developed Matlab models of the

two pixels and then run behavioral simulation of each kernel.

B. Test cases of the simulation

To evaluate the behavior of each pixel kernel matrix to

different types of stimuli, we used two test cases. The first

one is a road car driver view (High activity scene 6a). The

second one is a parked car view with almost no activity, just

a person walking in front of the car for a few seconds (Low

activity scene 6b).

The simulation inputs are videos. The modeled kernel is

applied to every video frame, hence generating the output of

a pixel matrix formed by the kernel in question. For each

scenario, the video lasts 10 seconds at a frame rate of 30 fps

with 1200× 600 pixels per frame. Thus, having a stimulus of

2.16×108events, which is also the output of a standard CMOS

image sensor, since it reads all the frames with no redundancy

suppression. Each kernel undergoes 6 simulations represented

in figure 6c, 2 scenarios × 3 DVS threshold cases. The analog

characteristics of the photodiode used by both the DVS and

TFS pixels are presented in the table 6d.

Both TFS and DVS pixels receive input as a current, as the

video frames are converted to logarithmic photo-current. For

this simulation, we set up the TFS voltage threshold at 2.3

Volts and the DVS threshold (defined in equation (2) bellow)

to be the minimum photo-current change capable of triggering

an event (when the DVS threshold increases, less events are

generated and vice versa):

Threshold(%) =
∆ log(Iph)

log(
Iphmax

Iphmin
)

(2)

Finally, in order to present the effect of applying spatial

redundancy suppression, we implemented a basic logic model

of the readout system.

(a) Road test case

(b) Parking test case

Scenario Dimensions Frame rate DVS thresholds

Highway 1200× 600 30 fps 1.5,5,10 %

Parking 1200× 600 30 fps 1.5,5,10 %

(c) Simulation parameters

Cph Iphmax Iphmin

10 fF 100pA 100fA

(d) Photodiode parameters

Fig. 6: Illustration of the two test cases, the simulation

parameters and the photodiode analog characteristics used in

the model of the TFS pixel.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we present and compare the results of each

architecture in terms of generated events and run verifications,

as well as image quality and some kernels immunity to noise.

A. Events throughput

Figures 7a and 7b confirm at a first look that the event output

of all architectures is indeed proportional to the scenes activity.

As expected, reducing DVS threshold results in more DVS

pixels detecting luminance change and triggering more TFS

pixels. Therefore, more events will be detected. Also, from the

two figures, we notice that the more TFS pixels surrounding

a DVS pixel, the more events that will be generated. Finally,

all of the hybrid architectures generated far less events than

a standard CMOS and TFS image sensors would do for the

same input, at least 70 % less events in the Road test case and

96 % less events in the parking test case, as figure 7c shows.



(a) Road test case

(b) Parking test case

(c) Comparison between our architectures (DVS threshold 1.5 %)
and a standard CMOS in the two test cases

Fig. 7: The total number of generated events through the whole
duration of stimuli: (a) and (b) represent the total number of events
generated in each test case per DVS threshold, (c) comparison of
the different architectures with standard image sensor (at 1.5% DVS
threshold).

B. Verification processing

As the readout system has to process events through verifi-

cations to pinpoint the correct events, we also tested the effect

of applying Spatial Redundancy Suppression (SRS) (∆t > 0)

on the number of required verifications. Figure 8 bellow, shows

that indeed applying SRS decreases effectively the number of

required verifications. Increasing ∆t results in requiring less

verifications to spot the correct events.

Fig. 8: Comparison of the required verification operations by a TFS
image sensor and the kernel (f)-based image sensor.

C. The image memory and image quality

The data generated by the pixel matrix are sent to update

the image memory. At the initial instant of the simulation,

all photodiodes generate a spike of photocurrent due to the

sudden change in the scene luminance from darkness at t0−δt

to viewing the input scene at t0 + δt, as a result almost all

DVS pixels trigger the TFS pixels, which also integrate a full

image of the scene. Consequently, the image memory is filled.

Afterwards, the image memory is constantly updated with

new data from the triggered TFS pixels in the pixel matrix.

Hence, the resulting output of the image sensor is a frameless

image constantly updating its pixels. Figure 9, illustrates the

resulting image in the image memory and the flow of new

events updating it.

(a) The original scene (b) The resulting image

(c) The freshly detected events

Fig. 9: (a) The viewed scene (b) The resulting image generated

by pixel matrix of kernel f at 1.5% DVS threshold and no SRS

(∆t = 0). (c) The flow of the new data events updating the

image memory.

Figure 10, shows the effect of processing the generated TFS

events through our readout system model. This system has

applied spatial redundancy suppression on pixel outputs that

have already suppressed their temporal redundancy internally.

The two figures display the effect of proportionally increasing

∆t to the maximal detectable integration time. The result of

increasing ∆t is a higher compression and a lower throughput

at the price of a low image quality and vice versa.



(a) ∆t =
Tintmax

16
(b) ∆t =

Tintmax

2

Fig. 10: The effect of applying spatial redundancy suppression,

kernel (f).

Regarding the quality of the output images, only kernel (f)

has a comparable output to the original image scene, since it

has a full resolution of TFS pixels. The other kernels generate

images with empty pixels at the coordinates of the DVS pixels

in the pixel matrix. Obtaining a good quality will require even

further processing to reconstruct in the image memory. The

kernel (f) presents a Structural SIMilarity index (SSIM) of

0.93 (the ideal SSIM is 1) and a Peak Signal to Noise Ratio

(PSNR) of 33.8 dB. This moderate image quality is mainly

due to the DVS threshold setting: the lower the DVS threshold,

the more updated the image memory. We choose the lowest

DVS threshold to be 1.5% since it corresponds to the lowest

attainable threshold in the state of the art [10].

D. Immunity to noise and the DVS thershold

At low DVS thresholds noise is dominant, meaning that

incorrect events are often generated. In figure 7b, kernel (f)

displays a lower event throughput than the other architectures

at low DVS threshold (1.5 %) especially in scenes with low

activity (figure 7b). This is mainly due to the averaging of the

photocurrents of the surrounding four TFS pixel photodiodes

and to the fact that noise is usually spatio-temporally uncorre-

lated. Rarely, noise will affect less than two TFS photocurrents

in four adjacent photodiodes and generate a stronger average

photocurrent triggering the whole Kernel.

V. CONCLUSION

Our proposed image sensor architectures make the event

rate proportional to the scene activity and give a completely

compressed bitstream keeping most of the original scene

efficiently, especially for kernel (f). Indeed, the output of

these image sensor architectures is highly compressed and

processable, which is useful for low power vision applications,

since processing such a compressed output in realtime will

require far less computing resources.

We are currently implementing an image sensor pixel matrix

architecture based on kernel (f) in 28 nm FDSOI technology.

We believe that this cutting edge technology will enable even

better performances like a lower DVS threshold.
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